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For the photo buffs, this great shot of
Point Lonsdale was taken by Andrew
Newton with a Tokina 10-17mm fisheye
zoom at the 10mm end on a Nikon D80 in
an Ikelite underwater housing.
f/16 was needed to keep the lighthouse
and snorkeler in focus. Captured in RAW
format to allow the best quality post
processing with Adobe Camera RAW and
Photoshop CS5 on a 27" iMac.

January 11 meeting

With assistance from:

Dick gave a great presentation on iPhoto books, and lively

Don Patrick, Web Asst.
Steve Craddock, Editor
Dick Brown, Intermediate
Group Co-ordinator
Jo- Anne Britt,

discussion followed.

Groups will look at Creating Photo Books in more depth.

Publishing Assistant

Please bring along examples to show and tell how any

February 8 meeting — in groups

problems encountered were solved.

Email Marg...
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ANNUAL BMUG SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2011
Annual Subscriptions were due on 1st January and the following rates apply:Full Members ............................................$50
Couples .....................................................$80
Remote Members ......................................$25
Students .....................................................$25
Payment can be made at the meeting, by mail to the Treasurer at P.O. Box 8034, Newtown 3220 or through PayPal. PayPal
is an easy and secure way to pay your subscription and can be arranged through the BMUG web site .

www.bellaringmac.org.au/membership.html
We’re delighted to report that 50% of members have already renewed!

Jim Strachan, Treasurer
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February 8 meeting

When BMUG began with fewer members, there were a few people,

Creating Photo Books - Groups

mainly those on the Committee, who were happy to receive a phone call
and help with your problem.

There will be 4 groups:

As the membership grew this became an impossible task for those

ADVANCED with Don Patrick. They will meet
in the small hall. Don will look at the various
options for book production and processes
used.
INTERMEDIATE 1 with Dick Brown, using iPhoto 09. They will meet in

people.
The format of the meetings changed and the “free” time they had at
meetings to address your problem was gone.
The HELP DESK was established with people rostered on to assist you
at meetings and hopefully solve the problem. A phone link known as

the main hall.

MacPals, and now called BMUG ASSIST has been available for those inbetween times and remote members have a help line via email. A letter

INTERMEDIATE 2 with Peter Baldwin and Neil Hickman, using iPhoto

to AUNTY MAC is another option. If these options do not answer your

11.They will meet in the small hall.
BASICS with June Brown and Jürgen Gross will meet in the main hall.
Getting started with book production.
The Committee recognises that not all members have upgraded to iLife
11. When deciding which group you will join please consider the
operating system you use.
HELP DESK with David Dixon and Greg Melville will be in the room off
the kitchen.

problem, then there is always the Apple help for those who are covered
by Apple Care, an invaluable service.
Always do what you can to solve the problem yourself before asking for
help. Has your problem been covered in one of the many Top Tips that
have been published? Trying to find the answers becomes a learning
experience.
Members are asked NOT to seek help from past or present members of
the Committee at meetings or by phone but to use the services provided
by BMUG listed above.

Margaret Evans

Seeking Help
At times we come across a problem that we cannot fix. This can be
within an application or something more complicated. After trying
everything possible, the first thought is “who do I know who could help
me?”
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'@aol.com, @ovi.com, and finally the worst of all @hotmail.com. I now

Dear Aunty Mac,
Spam problems...
Could you please tell me what I can do about the vast amount of spam I
am getting through Mail on my iPad. I am sure there is something I can
download, but not sure what is the best in your opinion. I usually open

receive probably only one spam message a week. I have advised all my
friends using @hotmail addresses that I can no longer receive their
email!

Rod Corinaldi

my email on my main computer, but if I am away I use the iPad and the
spam is amazing. Someone may have an answer.

If you are already getting a heap of spam the only thing you can do is to
install some form of spam filter or route your email through something
like Gmail which has a very strong spam filter. Unfortunately, these are

Maybe there is an app for it?
Many thanks,

Pat McKenzie
Best remedy I know is to use a generic (say Hotmail) email when
prompted to by a site other than one you know and love.

Rhonda Whitton
As far as I can see from the relevant Apple manuals, there is no builtin mechanism to do this. A search for "junk" in either manual returns
a zero result, and the chapter on Mail is equally unhelpful. Searching
for "junk mail" and "spam" at the App Store turns up a few apps but
there are few or no reviews for any of them, and those few that are
there are very negative.

'after the fact' responses. The best way is to take steps to avoid being
targeted in the first place by rigidly sticking to some simple rules such
as...
— never respond to any suspected emails just trash them
— never unsubscribe from spam (this will confirm your address and
generate much more unwanted rubbish)
— when subscribing to anything or opening an online account check
VERY carefully for places to tick and/or untick to receive other
information or be put on other mailing lists
— learn to identify legitimate email and mark all other as spam using
your Email application's built in filter
— read the excellent TakeControlBook on the subject:

Does anyone know of an anti-spam app for iPad and/or iPhone that
works?
Cheers,

Steve Cooper
Hi,
I have also been getting vast amounts of spam through my iMac. So I
changed my email address, albeit in only a minor way. But the spam

http://www.takecontrolbooks.com/spam-apple-mail
Perhaps you should consider making a simple change to your email
address and deactivating the heavily spammed one (you will have to
advise your friends, family and legitimate contacts of the change of
course). Then you can start off afresh with a clean spamless palette.

Don Patrick

continued, it would seem to be computer generated with addresses
being somewhat similar to my new address. So, I have now taken the
step of Black listing several @ addresses through my ISP, such as
4

package, please speak to Margaret. This could be a great opportunity for
More on spam...
I’m not sure if Mail on iPad behaves differently on a Mac, but here are

a keen member.

some suggestions.

If I have to reload the OS on a misbehaving Mac do I also need to

Reloading the OS...
download all the updates again?

Check your Mail ! Preferences ! Junk

Andrew Newton

Mail settings;
Search Mail Help, eg, ‘Spam’ brings up lots

BMUG advocates keeping all your software up to date, this certainly
avoids many problems — so the answer is yes, you will need to bring

….

the reloaded OS up to date again. This is boring, but essential.

Check your ISP Privacy settings.
Check out the Spam Tools on Hawk Wings

Aunty Mac

— Plug-ins for Apple Mail

Setting up a new computer
Hope these are a help.

Prue Paterson

Remote and fairly new to BMUG, I have used your publications to
understand better my equipment. Thank you for producing them.
Now, an idiot's question from Williamstown for Aunty Mac.

And a question from Aunty Mac herself...
BMUG has continued to grow over the years because members have
been willing to learn new skills and take on responsibilities, thus
enabling various club office holders to step back and take a break.
If you are interested in learning a skill that would help you with your
own record keeping by mastering MYOB, the accounting software

I have DSL? broadband connection on my G4 tower. Three months ago I
purchased an iMac fully loaded with purchased programs, "ready to go".
So far I have not taken it out of its box. Why?
Because I have no idea how to transfer the broadband connection to the
new iMac. "It's easy," someone said, "my son came over and he did it in
minutes." "What did he do?" "Oh, I wasn't watching, but he said it was
simple".
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Now, these days you need to be connected to the internet to "validate"

5. Open Mail on the new computer. You will be invited to start a new

the programs which have cost a fortune, so I'm scared that I won't be
able to transfer the B/B connection to the new computer and won't have

account.
6. Simply copy the details from your old machine into the fields on the

access and won't be able to validate my programs, and will lose the

new account screen. Note: you need to know your Mail password!

connection to my old G4 tower as well. Please help, Aunty Mac.
7. With working Internet and Mail, you are now in business.

Regards, Ada Ackerly.

Dear Ada,

Finally, at the BMUG website, on the MacTips page, there is a video

Apple is easily your best bet if you have problems, yes from time to

talking through the Mail setup process. Play it, and pause with the

time you'll need to put the phone down or put it on speaker, but they
are used to that. You could also call the retailer.

spacebar. Here is the link for the video:
http://www.bellarinemac.org.au/macTips_files/Mail_settings.mov

Let's try:
1. Plug in your new computer on table/desk next to existing computer.

As a remote member, you could get a lot from exploring the club

Your router is presently connected to your tower, probably through an
Ethernet cable which has a press down click release plug. Unplug it at

website. Everything you needed to know to set up the new computer is
there for you, and there are many, many more helpful documents and

the tower, and plug the end into the new Mac. There are several
different ports on the back, the plug will only go into the correct one.

videos answering typical FAQs on that page.

2. Press the startup button at rear left of the screen.

Internet usage

Aunty Mac

In my current internet set-up here at the Retirement Village, I have to
3. Apple software will begin an introduction process.
Work through it. Your Internet settings are stored in the
router and they will work on the new machine. When
you have worked through the process, you will have a
working connection and you will be able to use Safari

choose either 1GB or 2GB at the beginning of each month. So far 1GB
has been enough but lately some of the residents, me included, have
had unusual problems with our internet and I would therefore like to be
able to monitor my usage. I have Googled “free bandwidth monitoring
for Mac” and various versions of software come up.

for web surfing.
Perhaps one of our members might be using some bandwidth
4. Open Mail on your Tower, and go to Preferences.

monitoring free software that they could recommend.

Regards, Marg Boyles

Click on Accounts at the top. You will see something
like the screen at left...

Activity Monitor located in Applications/Utilities will give you some
These are the settings you need to enter on the new

idea of bandwidth usage, just click the Network Tab. If you want to

computer.

monitor speeds, you can't go past:
www.speedtest.net/
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Dear Aunty Mac,

problem occurred, but Apple Care is certainly a worthwhile investment.

My sparkling new 27 inch iMac has been working hard with very

The serviceman covers schools over a wide area. He indicated Apple
problems were not common but were always readily accessed and

satisfying results but of recent times has occasionally just stopped. Not
stalled or frozen but just gone black. Apple help did not give a
diagnosis but prompted me to turn the power off, disconnect the power
plug, disconnect all other USB, Firewire and ethernet connections, wait
10 - 15 seconds, reconnect the power and try turning on with the back
push button. It worked!

corrected (enough said).

Geoffrey Thomas
Well done, BMUG strongly recommends AppleCare!
Aunty Mac

Unfortunately this did not permanently cure the problem as it has
recurred occasionally. Last weekend while I was Skyping the UK it
happened again and this time I could not restart whatever I did. I
waited overnight and tried again on Monday but without success so
back to Apple help and the diagnosis was "probably a faulty power
board which needs replacing, here is a case number, just take it to the
nearest Apple repair centre".
Unfortunately that would have required a 400 km. round trip
(Doncaster) so after a wait and a call back I was advised that a
serviceman (Unisys) was available within the 80 km. allowance and
would make contact to arrange a house call. Australia Day meant a bit
of a delay but on Thursday (27th.) the technician arrived.
It was quite an experience to see how simple it was to access the innards
and comforting to see the careful handling. The power board was
replaced (the replacement having been air-freighted), and everything
put back together, switched on and it worked perfectly. It is a pity the

This photo of the Dusky moorhen was taken with an Olympus E510 camera
using a 70-300 zoom lens. The focal length was set at 120mm. and the photo
has not been cropped.

Rod Corinaldi
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Handbrake - DVD conversion application

3. A dialogue box comes up — it may seem a little daunting to new

Here’s a great tip for storing and backing up your DVD titles “in” the

users, but take things slowly - all you need to do is click “source” and
you can then navigate to where the DVD is located

computer, or saving them to watch on your iPad later.
I use a little application call Handbrake. This is a free download. It’s so

4. Click on the DVD title and then hit “open”

useful that I keep it in my dock.
5. Handbrake will then scan the disc - nothing to do here for the
moment. When the scan is completed you’ll see some of the boxes in the

Download
Handbrake...

Handbrake screen are filled in.

What it does, amongst other things, I’m guessing (because I’m not an
advanced user by any stretch of the imagination), is to convert DVD or
video file to a format that can be read by iPads, iPhones, iPods or similar
devices. I use it mainly for converting a DVD file into a mp4 format.
Once I’ve done that, I drag the mp4 file into my iTunes movies folder.
This means that when I want to watch the DVD I can do so on my iPad.
The other advantage of this is that once in my iTunes movies folder I can
also watch the DVD (now converted) through my AppleTV.

The process is really simple and goes something
like this:

6. Just confirm where you

1. Insert a DVD (and depending how your Mac is set up, you may need

want the file to end up and
hit “start” - THAT’S IT!! At

to quit out of Front Row, rather than watch the movie then and there.

the bottom of the screen

2. Open Handbrake — assuming you’ve downloaded before of course

you’ll now see a progress
bar:
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7. You can navigate the file to a different destination if you wish, but I
just leave it on the desktop.
8. You can also change the output format if you want to, but for this
exercise I generally leave everything as it is, just make sure the output
is MP4 FILE
9. You’ll see a progress bar, go and make yourself a cocktail (as
suggested by Handbrake), or you can add other files to be converted
(only one DVD at a time of course, unless you are transferring video
files of different formats off a single DVD.
10. When finished you’ll be told by Handbrake to
“put that cocktail down” in other words its done
and finished.

TOP TIP — Waiting for Telstra (to become
user friendly)
One of our SMUG members (Surfcoast Mac Users Group) lives half the
year in the UK and half in Aireys Inlet. She called me to help as she was
having trouble re activating her Pre Paid Telstra USB Wireless
broadband. So started our one and a half hours of total Telstra
frustration.
It appears that if you have a Vodaphone mobile phone you do not have
access to the Telstra pre paid phone number, so then its the " round
robin" Telstra help line. The very clear recorded voice asks "Tell me in
just a few words the reason for your call" My words didn’t fit any of the
criteria so hooray, we were put through to a real "person" .
But that person with a foreign voice could not deal with that problem so
we were put through to another person and while we waited for that
person we were cut off! so we had to start all over again "In just a few

11. On your desktop will be the new file in mp4 format - just drag this
to your iTunes movies folder (or wherever you want to store it/back it
up)
Then you can watch it on your iPad

words tell …….." She obviously hadn't heard those swear words before,
so I was put through to another real person with a foreign voice , that
was after a bit of electronic music. Then sensing my anger and
frustration were given a number they were sure could help us.
Guess what! we were back to where we started with the number we
first started with "the number you have called is inaccessible from this

(provided you’ve synced it with your
iTunes, or for those true Mac fans through your Apple TV on the big screen

service". Perseverance is the name of the game with the Telstra Help
line, eventually you must find someone in that huge help centre who
speaks understandable English and also knows something, WRONG.

Easy peasy, and very flexible....

Tufan Chakir

And so it went on, ten different people and one and a half hours later I
gave up, having given my friend's date of birth, mothers maiden name
so many times I had memorised it, we were told with great authority by
another person with a barely understandable accent, that since my
friend had been out of the country for more than six months her
account and her USB stick were now permanently de activated .
9

I was in disbelief "you mean that USB stick has to be thrown away? Yes,

TOP TIP — straightening photos

that USB stick is de activated permanently and your friend will have to
buy a new one for $99. But all is not lost Tarena told us. If she goes on a

Most cameras do not come with a built-in-control to allow you to hold

24 month Telstra post paid plan, they would generously give her a new

or alternatively, fix the photos at a later time using the iPhoto
Straightening tool. Unlike the Rotate

USB device for nothing! If my blood pressure hadn't sky rocketed by
this time all this would have been a crazy joke. Now apparently while
she was in UK and not using her USB mobile device she should have
been transferring money into the account each month to keep it
activated. (There is a minimum of $20 allowed which is not transferable

your camera straight. Therefore you must remember to shoot straight,

button which you use for major
alignment problems, the Straighten
slider subtly rotates the photo in onedegree or smaller increments.

month to month).
Here is what you do...
A visit to the Telstra Shop in Torquay and the problem was solved
instantly and efficiently. I can’t speak highly enough about the
friendly competent staff there. For $2, my friend purchased a new
sim card for her USB stick, and by pre paying for a little over $100
of data she is assured her pre paid wireless broad band is active for
365 days. (but if she ever let the balance run to zero I am sure she would
be back to square one).

Select and highlight your photo, by
clicking on it, and a yellow border
appears.
This photo was taken in Venice, and
you can see that the camera was not
held level, due to the wave action of
the water.

With intelligent staff who know what they are talking about, the whole
transaction took 5 minutes all without being asked once, her date of

2. Click on the Edit button at
the bottom right of the screen.

birth, her mothers maiden name, or the phone number of any other
Telstra service she has.
Having now gathered all this experience in dealing with Telstra I am
thinking of setting up a help line for customers who have to call the
Telstra help line, I may be able to spare them a heart attack.

Diana Trewenack

3. In the Quick Fixes pane, click on Straighten. A grid of yellow lines
appears over your photo, which you use as an alignment guide.
4. In this case, drag the Straighten slider to the left until the buildings in
the background are more vertical.
5. When satisfied, click Done.

Peter Baldwin
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TOP TIP — making panorama
images
Here are a few notes on a great little
program from "Smithmicro" called "STOIK
Panoramamaker".
The easiest way to get good results is just to take a few overlapping
photographs in portrait mode with your digital camera. I'll show two
panoramas from Wilsons Promontory and then show the program
window with a simple 1, 2, 3 set of instructions.
The program will also stitch 3 layers of photographs , for example it
would be great if you want to include clouds in a sunset reflected in a
lake with some lovely foreground.

The screenshot right shows the program with the folder selected of the
images used to make the first panorama above. In the example below,
you just select the images you wish to stitch and click on the

You then choose "Tiled/Multifunction" while in the stitch mode rather

"ADD" (orange plus) button. These images appear in the top box. You

than "Horizontal" if you use one layer of pictures which the examples
above do. Note that I have saved 2 finished stitched photos in this folder

then just follow the 1, 2, 3 commands at the top of the page. Too easy!

as well.

Neil Hickman
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BMUG members’ market place

TOP TIP — the Apple App Store

Dick’s cry for help...

The new App store, accessible on an iMac or

I'm afraid we've suffered a sad loss in the family, our G3 MacBook has

MacBook, proved a boon to us over the holidays.

gone Hard Drive up and finally gone to the great Trash in the sky, or
where ever it is all unwanted things computer eventually end up. I

Almost all are free, and there are some great games
there. Some may be a touch violent for some folks.

bought it in the UK in February 2003 so it's been in the family for seven
years and has travelled all over the world with us, the safe resting place
for all the pictures downloaded from the camera as we went along. For

The sound effects are awesome too, but then again I have a sub woofer!

the last few years it has been the breakfast email checker and news
reader, while I ate my porridge and toast.
So if anyone has a Macbook they want to sell please let me know before I
plunge into NewWave and look at their re-furbished Macbooks.
Contact Dick at:
foleymay@bigpond.net.au or 5259 1614

Dick Brown

I downloaded about 20, put them in a folder which I dragged into the
Dock,
A right click of this folder offers a number of display options, Fan, Grid
and List...all good. Go for it...

any questions to Ron Begg 0411 273 750
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TOP TIP — more on emailing photos

Check your settings in Mail/Preferences, better still if it is still working

Last month we had a Top Tip on emailing from iPhoto so you had a

on your laptop and not on your desktop or vice versa, compare the
preference settings and align them to the working machine. After every

record of what you had sent.
Here is another way and so have a record of photos sent in your Mail’s

change, send yourself a test email to see if sending and receiving are
working. Try rebuilding your Mailboxes - select a mailbox and click
Rebuild which can be found in the Mailbox Menu.

Sent folder.
To get back to the former way of emailing photos and so have a record in
“Sent”:
— Open iPhoto

Check out the Apple forums to see if someone

— Click on iPhoto in the tool bar

were able to fix it or search Google for an
answer. You might also like to read the BMUG

else has had a similar problem and how they

— Go to Preferences. In General go to “Email photos using” —
Click dropdown box and select “Mail”. Close window.

Manual "Mail with your Mac", or the
TakeControl Manual "Apple Mail in Snow
Leopard".

When emailing from iPhoto you will be back to the window you
have seen in iPhoto 09. Decide size of photo and click Compose
Message.

But if after doing all this you still seem to have a problem (just like one
of our prominent members had recently) you may need to look deeper.
Are there strange duplicated messages in some of your mailboxes or

The photos then appear in Mail window as used previously.

perhaps you have you noticed that your Mac has been acting up in other

When you send , there will be a record in the “Sent” folder of Mail.

ways or has it started to run slowly. It's time for some maintenance check the internal Hard Drive for errors (this was our members

If you wish to send photos in one of the formats in iPhoto 11, you will

problem) repair these errors using Disk Utility after restarting from your
install disk. After that, repair the permissions also done using Disk

need to reset “Email photos using” and select “iPhoto”.

Utility and then run one of the BMUG recommended maintenance

Marg Evans

A recent
experiment in
South Africa
showed carrier
pigeons could
easily beat the
local email!

utilities.

TOP TIP — fixing Mail when it plays up

Full descriptions of these actions and more will be demonstrated in

Help! My Email is not working!

March & April this year when we look at Maintenance and Backup. But
if you do have a problem, don't wait until then, give it a go yourself -

How often have you heard BMUG members and others utter the words
"My mail is playing up". Mostly these people ask a friend for help or

finding a fix can be very therapeutic to both you and your machine and

make an appointment at the monthly "HelpDesk". But there's quite a lot
you can do yourself before it begins to drive you around the twist and

along the way you will gain computer confidence.

Don Patrick

cost you money.
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BMUG Assist program — breaking news!

BMUG manuals — mail order manuals

This program will attempt to resolve urgent Mac problems which can

In addition to selling manuals over the counter at our

not wait till the Help Desk is available at a club meeting. Jürgen will be

meetings, we sell them by mail order from the BMUG

available to take your call on 5255 4517 to help if he can or to give you
advice about who can.

website. And it’s so easy! You pay by PayPal, and
purchasers in Australia can have any 3 for $20,
including postage and packing, while international
readers can get two for $20.

HelpDesk

Do us a favour, and mention this service to your

This valuable part of our program operates at every
meeting. Please book in advance by email — this gives

friends, wherever they might live.

David and the volunteers time to research your issue in
advance.

As always, it helps if you order manuals by email to pick
up at the meeting, so we know how many to print and bind.

Help for remote members

A link to email David with manual orders is provided at left...

Editor

Obviously, BMUG can’t assist you with BMUG Assist, and
you won’t be arriving at the HelpDesk, but never fear, we
are able to help, in some ways.

Steve’s iPad group

For non-urgent matters, why not write an enquiry to

Email David...

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...

Aunty Mac? She and the helper elves can usually provide a
solid answer. Often, we can put you in touch with another

surprisingly, have grown further.
Drop me a line if you’d like to join our

remote member in your part of the world — two heads are

informal group and share tips and news.

better than one, as we found out when our Healesville
remote members got together to help each other very

Right now, you might find the Al Jazeera

successfully earlier this year.

app very informative if you are interested
in events in the Middle East...

And finally, in extremis, if you don’t have a local Apple
store or a tame consultant, and when you’ve done all your
homework by Google searching and reading up about

Email Steve...

Following Xmas, our numbers, not

Steve Craddock

troubleshooting on the BMUG website, email the editor,
and we’ll see what help can be provided by email.
Editor
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